
Our fantastic range of medium and heavy duty cooked meat slicers are 

manufactured by FAC. Based in Italy, FAC has been manufacturing high 

quality slicing machines since 1961 and now export their products all 

around the world.

The electric slicers are available in medium and heavy duty to suit any 

requirements. All machines have high precision slicing thickness control 

to ensure you get the exact results you require. They are all fitted with 

removable sharpening stones to keep the blade as sharp as possible to 

ensure you get a smooth and precise slice every time. The meat carriage 

is mounted on ball bearings which create exceptionally smooth running.

The FAC slicers are very safe machines to use as they have rubber feet 

that grip the work surface firmly in addition to other safety features 

including: emergency stop button, no volt release safety cut-out, and a 

special fenceplate locking mechanism for the safe removal of the blade 

and meat hopper. These machines are fully commissioned by our expert 

engineer before we send them out.
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Fabulous 2 years 
parts and 1 year 
labour warranty
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•  Belt driven

•  Available in medium or heavy duty

•  Stylish appearance

•  Emergency stop button

•  Fully commissioned ready for use with 13Amp plug

•  Aluminium anodised

Model Blade Size W D H Weight Loading

LLK220MDES 8.5” - 220mm 400 445 360 15kg 0.15kW - 13 Amp Plug

LLK250MDES 10” - 250mm 440 480 400 18kg 0.18kW - 13 Amp Plug

LLK300MDES 12” - 300mm 500 570 430 26kg 0.24kW - 13 Amp Plug

LLK300MDCLES 
Long Carriage

12” - 300mm 870 560 500 28kg 0.24kW - 13 Amp Plug

Model Blade Size W D H Weight Loading

LLK250HDES 10” - 250mm 510 510 400 24kg 0.26kW - 13 Amp Plug

LLK300HDES 12” - 300mm 580 590 470 34kg 0.37kW - 13 Amp Plug

LLK350HDES 14” - 350mm 580 585 480 36kg 0.36kW - 13 Amp Plug

FAC products are supplied with 2 years parts and 1 year labour warranty.

MEDIUM DUTY

HEAVY DUTY

Did you know we  
offer a free slicer  

loan service?

Ask for details.

Images are for display purposes only and might not be a true representation of the product as production changes from time to time.

Specification

Key Features:


